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KC5RUO Hardware Configuration 

 

• The SignaLink USB interface device on message transmission converts the message bits into a binary phase-shifted audio baseline tone. The SignaLink contains a 

sound card which produces the BPSK31 phase-shifted audible tones 

• The transceiver modulates the BPSK31 audible tones onto the transmit IF, the IF carrier is upconverted to the desired transmit carrier frequency, amplified, and 

sent to the antenna. 

• Upon receive of a BPSK31 signal the transceiver amplifies the received signal, down converts it to the receive IF, demodulates the IF signal to the baseband 

BPSK31 audible tones and sends them to the SignaLink USB. 

• The SignaLink performs an Analog/Digital conversion of the tone and sends the Real (I channel) and Quadrature (Q channel) sampled data to the PC hosted 

BPSK31 software. 

• The BPSK31 software derives the audible frequencies and amplitudes for the panoramic waterfall display, and demodulates /decodes the BPSK31 tones to derive 

the binary data symbol. 

SignaLink USB Device Particulars  
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• There are several PC -to- transceiver interface devices you can purchase, SignaLink is just one.  Some modern transceivers have this functionality build into the 

unit such that an interface device is not needed.  

• If you go with the SignaLink USB it is critical you order the correct SignaLink Cable that connects to your transceiver’s data port. The SignaLink USB web site 

will help you through that selection process. In my case I have two different cables to interface to two different transceiver manufacturers. For my ICOM 718 I 

use the SLCAB13I cable. For the Yaesu FTdx3000D and the Yaesu FT-891 transceivers I use the SLCAB6PM cable.  

• To configure the SignaLink for your specific cable and transceiver data port you’ll remove the cover from the SignaLink device and connect 4 or 5 jumper wires 

per the provided instructions. 

• I have used the SignaLink for BPSK31 since Jan 2010 and it has never failed me.  It is a good unit and has allowed me to work HF digital communications for a 

number of years. 

• The SignaLink installation instructions are very clear and helpful. 

• If you procure this unit I will be able to share with you my SignaLink configuration. 

BPSK31 operations with SignaLink USB Interface Device 

• The transceiver is set to Upper Side Band (USB) and 100 watt transmit carrier power level. 

o Although you will be working in the lower bands (40 meters, 80 meters, etc) set the transceiver mode to USB 

• The SignaLink TX knob sets the actual transmit power level. The BPSK31 audible tones modulates the carrier just as a voice signal modulates the carrier. The 

greater the BPSK31 tone amplitude, the higher the transmit carrier power.  

• The SignaLink device also performs the PTT operation.  

• Receive level is set using the SignaLink RX knob. I usually have it set at the 10 O’Clock position. Usually never less than 9 O’Clock and rarely above 12 O’Clock. 

• Set SignaLink DLY (delay) fully counter-clockwise to the minimum 7 O’Clock position 

• To set the right receive chain levels, i.e., transceiver front end amplification (with or without preamp), RF Gain level, transceiver set Data receive level, digital 

noise reduction, and the SignaLink receive level will take a little tweeking.  I set my levels to minimize the noise seen on the waterfall and to be able to see 

each received BPSK31 received signal discretely, if you will. A demo is worth a 1000 words.  

Transmit Signal Characteristics 

• These are Upper Side Band (USB) 100% duty factor carriers 

o Unlike a voice (phone) USB signal, when the BPSK31 message is transmitted out you are transmitting at full carrier power for that entire period. 

This is a continuous (100% duty cycle) waveform. Hence, it may have some hardware implications on your amateur radio station.  I had to repair 

my ICOM 718 Power Amplifier Circuit Card assembly about a year ago. I removed and replaced the MOSFET pre-pre amplifier.  It may have gone 

due to running high power (>50 watts) 100% duty cycle BPSK31. The jury is still out on that one. 

o Consult your radio manual to verify the manufacturer’s recommended maximum transmit level and duty cycle. BPSK31 is a 100% duty cycle mode 

and may not be run at full power without damaging your radio. 

o For example, if you decide to use an RF tube power amplifier the tubes may not be able to handle a 100% duty factor of BPSK31 carrier. They were 

made for short duration dit/dash CW and phone communications. I eventually blew out my AL-811 RF Power amplifier tubes. Now when I use my 

RF power amplifier, which by the way is very rare with the BPSK31 communications mode, I never exceed 100 watts (33 watts power output per 

tube). 

o Second example, your antenna may have transmit power level limitations unless you use a full legal power capable antenna. I use a Comet CHA-

250B raised vertical antenna which contains ferrite core loading coils antenna matching unit.  Hence, it has transmit power limitations, 250 watts 

SSB phone and 120 watts CW (includes BPSK31, FT8, JT65, JT9).  I usually never exceed 100 watts transmit power otherwise the loading coils heat 



up and the VSWR goes CRAZY HIGH.  Similarly, I use Buddipole raised vertical antennas and they too have a 250 watt maximum requirement. 

Fortunately, for BPSK31HF digital communication mode anything over 100 watts (depending upon your antenna system of course) is usually over 

kill. With the no sun spot propagation conditions we are experiencing now, QSOs can still be made with 50 to 100 watts. If you use a narrow beam 

antenna system you can get away with much less power. 

• BPSK31 Frequencies 

Band Frequency KHz 

160M 1807 (USA) 

80M 3580 

40M 7070 

30M 10138-10142 

20M 14070 

17M 18100 

15M 21070 

12M 24920 

10M 28120 

6M 50290 (USA) 

 

• So what is the actual transmit frequency?  

o Answer: If you are operating 40 meters, the BPSK31 carrier frequency is 7.070 MHz. But, the actual frequency you are transmitting = 7.070 MHz + 

the selected BPSK31 audible baseline frequency.  Hence, if you select 1500 Hz as your BPSK31 audible baseline frequency, the actual carrier 

frequency will be 7.071500 MHz.  

• Automatic Gain Control (AGC): If your transceiver has an AGC, I set mine to FAST AGC for all HF digital communication modes (BPSK31, FT8, JT65, JT9) 

 

  



How to get on the air with BPSK31 – FLDIGI Configuration 

Download FLDIGI at http://www.w1hkj.com/ 
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How to get on the air with BPSK31 – KC5RUO’s MACROs 

2 CQ 

 

  



Answer a CQ (ANS) 

 

  



QSO – the response header 

 

 

  



KN (BTU) 

 

 

  



SK ( signing off ) 

 

 

 

  



Me/QTH 

 

 

  



Brag 

 

 

 

  



 

 

  



RST REPORT 

 

 

  



3 CQ 

 

 

  



 

CALL 2 

 

  



NAME 

 

 

  



Signal Report/MYNAME/MYQTH 

 

 

  



COPY? 

 

 

  



BRAG2 

 

 

  



BRAG3 

 

 

  



73 

 

 

  



GOOD DAY 

 

 

  



QRZ 

 

 

  



AGAIN 

 

 

  



KC5RUO TEST 

 

 

  



Be sure to SAVE your MACROs 

 

 

 

 

 



How to get on the air with BPSK31 – BPSK31 Operations using FLDIGI 
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How to get on the air with BPSK31 – Typical QSO 

 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



How KC5RUO configures his station to work BPSK31 QSOs using the Yaesu FTdx3000 Transceiver, 

Tigertronics SignaLinkTM USB Interface Device, and FLDIGI 
Jim Frazier, KC5RUO, kc5ruo@arrl.net, Albuquerque DCHF & Convention, 20-22 Sep 2019, Hands-on intro to two HF digital modes, FT8 and BPSK31 
 

Step 1 Set the desired FT8 Transmit/Receive frequency, example: 14.070 MHz on the 20 meter band, and verify the transceiver is set to Upper Sideband Mode (USB) 

Step 2 Set the Carrier Transmit Power Level = 100 watts on the transceiver 

Step 3 Set the Mic Gain = 15  

Step 4 a. Verify Speech Processor = OFF  
b. VOX = OFF  
c. MIC Equalizer = OFF  
d.  Set the Receiver Front End to Intercept Point Optimization (IPO), i.e., receiver front end preamplifier = OFF 
e. Receiver front end RF Attenuation (ATT) = OFF 
f. Roofing Filter Bandwidth = 3 KHz 
g. Noise Blanker (NB) = OFF 
h. Automatic Gain Control (AGC) = FAST 
i. Set the Digital Signal Processing (DSP) Intermediate Frequency (IF) Passband = 2400 Hz. When the receive IF Passband is set to 2400 Hz the receive IF 

baseband frequency range is 300 Hz to 2700 Hz., where 1500 Hz is considered the center of the IF Passband. 1500Hz – (2400 Hz/2) = 1500 Hz-1200 Hz 
= 300 Hz, and 1500 Hz + (2400 Hz/2) = 1500 Hz +1200 Hz = 2700 Hz 

j. Set the SSB Transmit Bandpass Filter Width = 300 – 2700 Hz. The Yaesu FTdx3000 allows the operator to select their desired SSB Transmit Bandwidth.  
k. Set the receive data port DATA OUT LEVEL = 36. This adjustment sets the received audio signal level from the data port to the soundcard in the 

SignaLink USB Box. 

Step 5  Tune the antenna system to the transceiver using the automatic antenna tuner. 

Step 6 Verify the VSWR is at or near 1.0:1 
a. Select a baseline audio tone = 1500 Hz (mid-band) or there about 
b. Click on the FLDIGI Tune Button.   
c. Turn the SignaLink TX Dial clockwise until I measure about 10 watts output power 
d. Next, select SWR measurement mode on the transceiver and verify a near 1.0:1 VSWR 
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Step 7 Set the Transmit Power Level by increasing the audio drive level. Note, in today’s solar minimum conditions I usually set the transmit power level to its highest 
level without overdriving the transceiver. Then, I may choose to reduce the transmit power from there. 

a. Select a baseline audio tone = 1500 Hz (mid-band) or there about 
b. Select the Automatic Level Control (ALC) Meter on the transceiver 
c. Click on the FLDIGI Tune Button.   
d. Increase Transmit Power by turning the SignaLink TX Dial CW until I see ALC needle deflection to halfway point on the meter 
e. Then reduce Transmit Power until there is no ALC needle deflection. That is about 90 watts on the Yaesu FTdx3000 @ 14.070 MHz 
 

Step 8 In addition to setting the transmit power level by monitoring the ALC deflection meter I use the Intermodulation Distortion (IMD) meter by KK7UQ to ensure 
that I am not producing intermodulation distortion induced splatter when I transmit BPSK31 signals. 
As long as the IMD meter annunciates a level <  -23 dB below the carrier transmit power level I am in good shape and not transmitting splatter. 
 

Step 9 With the Digital Noise Reduction (DNR) filter = OFF and RF Gain = MAX, tune away from the desired Tx/Rx frequency about 4 or 5 KHz to measure Noise Level 
on the S meter. If the channel is noisy, add ATT until the noise measures S1 or less. Then set RF Gain Level to S1. Next, turn DNR = ON, Set DNR to its 
maximum level. In my case DNR Level = 15 
 
I always use DNR when working BPSK31 QSOs. It improves the received SNR and cleans up the waterfall. 
 
  

Step 10 Set the RX Level on the SignaLink USB Interface Device. For BPSK31 operations, the RX Dial is usually set somewhere between the 7 O’Clock  and 12 O’Clock 
position. 

 
 
 

 

 

 


